
kit of the week

Meindl X-SO 30 GTX Surround 
walking shoes
Keep your feet dry this summer in a 
pair of Meindl X-SO 30 GTX Surround 
walking shoes.

The trailwalking footwear boasts 
new Gore-Tex Surround technology  
for superb waterproofing and  
breathability.

The Meindl shoes also feature 
durable Magic Active soles for great 
grip on walking trails.

Buy the footwear in male and 
female designs, priced £144.99.
From www.ellis-brigham.com 

An annual fair has created a new 
children’s entertainment zone, 
offering a host of fun outdoor 
activities.

Galloway Country Fair takes place 
at Drumlanrig Castle and Country 
Estate on August 22 and 23. 

As well as the usual displays, stalls 
and shows, the free kids’ zone will 
include a giant assault course, bucking 
bronco, mini quad bikes and inflatable 
laser tag and slide.

 Youngsters looking for an extra 
challenge can take on a 65ft low  
ropes course. 
Tickets can be bought at www.
gallowaycountryfair.co.uk

Visitors can enjoy a preview of a  
new woodland park in the east  
end of Glasgow.

Cuningar Loop, which opens 
officially next year, is hosting a series 
of summer 2015 activity days.

Visitors can try out the Activity 
Zone, including a bike skills 
area, adventure play and Scotland’s 
first outdoor bouldering park.

On August 23, there’s a Come  
and Try Bike afternoon from noon  
until 4pm.

August 30 is a Come and Try Climb 
afternoon, while a  Come and Try 
Adventure Play  and The Arts session 
takes place on September 20. 

Cuningar Loop is a  
£5.7million Legacy 2014 project.
See www.scotland.forestry.gov.
uk/visit/cuningar-loop

get kids in the 
zone outdoors

in the loop for 
park life treat

FIONA
RUSSELL

the archies

1062m. Most southerly is 1011m 
Beinn Ime near Arrochar.

You can find walking routes 
for Scottish mountains at www.
walkhighlands.co.uk
Who is it for? 
Anyone who enjoys walking 
and can navigate by map and 
compass.
When can we do it?
All year round although it is 
weather-dependent if you are 
not an experienced hiker.
Cost?
Free, apart from the kit 
required to walk mountains.
Anything else to do?
Once you have walked the 
Archies, you could go on to a 
round of the 3000ft Munros.
Contacts:
Keep an eye on Archie’s  
Mountain Challenge on 
Facebook to see the  
progression of the  
classification. 

those still stuck on imperial 
measures, must come in at just 
under 3281ft to qualify).

Paul said: “I can see the 
Archies becoming a popular 
new category for hill baggers, 
just like the Munros and 
Corbetts.

“The Archies will seem more 
achievable to many people 
because there are fewer.

“They are also located only on 
the mainland, rather than the 
islands as well, so that is 
simpler for walkers.

 “A round of Archies will be a 
great goal for many walkers  
and runners.”

Paul hopes an Archie bagging 
trend will come through word 
of mouth and potentially the 
backing of the Scottish 
Mountaineering Club.
Anything else to know? 
The most northerly Archie is 
Bidein a’Ghlas Thuill (An 
Teallach) near Ullapool at 

What are they? 
The Archies have been 
identified as a new category of 
mountains in Scotland. Named 
by keen Scottish walker and 
runner Paul Fettes, they are the 
130 mainland peaks with a 
summit of 1km or more.
Tell me more...
The Archies came about when 
Paul, an anaesthetist at 
Ninewells Hospital in Dundee, 
was planning a charity 
challenge in aid of sick kids’ 
charity The Archie Foundation.

He dreamed up a unique 
relay journey, walking, 
running, cycling and  
kayaking to each of the  
1000m mountains.

After the success of Archie’s 
Mountain Challenge this 
summer, Paul decided to create 
a new category of mountains, 
just like the Munros and 
Corbetts.

He said: “Until the Archies, 
mountain categories in 
Scotland have been measured 
imperially. It occurred to  
me that our mountain  
classifications are quite 
old-fashioned and it made 
sense to me to create a category 
of metric summits.

“That’s how the Archies came 
about and I believe this is the 
first category in this country to 
be identified in the more 
modern metric system.”

While there are 282 Munros 
– mountains with a summit of 
at least 3000ft – and 221 
Corbetts – summits between 
2500ft and 3000ft – there are 
just 130 Archies (which, for 

If you haven’t got 
the time to tackle 

all the Munros , try 
setting your sights  

just on the big 
boys of the 

Scottish peaks.

CREATOR   Walker and mountaineer Paul Fettes named the Archies

Advice 
and 

ideas Join me on my adventures in Scotland’s great outdoors by checking out
my award-winning website at www.fionaoutdoors.co.uk – you’ll find lots of great 
information about walking, cycling, running, other outdoor activities and kit reviews.

Amazing Archies
are whole new bag

Have
you

tried?

TOwERINg   The Grey  
Corries in the west 
Highlands include a 
number of Archies
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